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In laser injected hohlraum, laser plasma filling brings trouble to cleanliness and 

energy coupling efficience of radiation field. Gas filled in the hohlraum could suppress 

plasma filling, but increase laser plasma instability and reduce injected energy. Strong 

magnetic field and foam structure could be used to suppress the plasma filling to reduce filled 

gas density or even adopt vacuum hohlraum, which can make a clean and high-temperature 

radiation source. 

Firstly, theoretical research shows megagauss intial magnetic field can be 

compressed and enhanced as plasma filling in hohlraum, and enhanced magnetic field 

pressure can suppress the thermal pressure of plasma filling. 500-700 T magnetic field is 

generated in a cylindrical hohlraum by the interaction of 1.8 kJ-1.0 ns-1064 nm laser with 

capacitor-coil target on SG-II laser facility. Magnetic field suppresses plasma filling, 

forming a hollow region of the plasma corona in the vacuum hohlraum. 

Secondly, theoretical research shows that low density foam gold could reduce gold 

wall plasma expansion and laser spots movement. Planar foam gold experiment and 

cylindrical foam gold hohlraum experiment are both carried out on laser facility. 

The hohlraum experiments of strong magnetic field and foam gold are proven to 

effectively suppress the plasma filling in hohlraum, which can make a clean and 

high-temperature radiation source. 
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